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LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION

The Best Place to Drink Is the Emptiest Bar in the City
When your hearing starts to go, you just want a place to sit, sip and have a talk: namely, a
hotel bar.

By John Cotter
June 20, 2023

I’m sipping a bitters and soda in an empty hotel bar — empty but for the mixologist, who’s pouring
himself one finger, very deftly, of Pernod, then concealing it down by the sink. Soon my long-lost friend
arrives, and the two of us will stay here at the bar for the evening. He looks around to make sure no one
is listening — it’s clear as a bare stage. He warms to his story: a brother in trouble, red-pilled and
creeping around at sinister rallies. I offer some cautions, some questions. Very naturally, we touch on
my bad health. Which, as it happens, is why we’re talking here in a hotel bar. And why we’ll be here for
hours to come, no plans to move on later to someplace brighter, or hipper, or darker — nowhere to see
or be seen.

My hearing is going. “Going” understates the issue. My hearing is nearly gone. When I was a kid, I’d
spend the night in any loud dive, the pulse of bass in my blood cells. I loved the simultaneity of busy
bars: the overhead music and the smack of pool balls. You could laugh while you listened while you
danced. I knew what everyone in the room was down for, like a spider in the center of its web. I knew
who to kiss and who to shun.

A version of this article appears in print on , Page 16 of the Sunday Magazine with the headline: Hotel Bars
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